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Abstract
We define a pro-p Abelian sheaf on a modular curve of a fixed level N  5 divis-
ible by a prime number p , 2. Every p-adic representation of Gal(Q=Q) associated
to an eigenform is obtained as a quotient of its e´tale cohomology. For any compact
Zp[[1+NZp]]-algebra 1 with suitable conditions, we construct a representation of
Gal(Q=Q) over 1 associated to a 1-adic cuspidal eigenform of finite slope as a
scalar extension of a quotient of the e´tale cohomology.
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0 Introduction
This is a summary of our doctoral thesis: “On a new geometric construction of a family
of Galois representations associated to modular forms”. We give a new explicit geomet-
ric construction of a p-adic family of Galois representations associated to modular forms
of finite slope. Let p be an odd prime number, and N an integer with N  5 and p j N.
We formulate a notion of a profinite Zp-sheaf on a schene as an inverse system of e´tale
sheaves of finite p-groups on the scheme. We construct a profinite Zp-sheaf on a modular
curve of level  1(N), and its cohomology is an Iwasawa module admitting natural contin-
uous actions of the universal Hecke algebra TN and the absolute Galois group Gal(Q=Q)
of Q commuting with each other. We obtain a p-adic family of Galois representations as
the quotient of the cohomology by a p-adic family of systems of Hecke eigenvalues of
finite slope. The base change of the family by a certain algebra of continuous functions
is a free module of rank 2 with an action of Gal(Q=Q).
Even if we restrict the case where modular forms are ordinary, then our construction
completely diers from the well-known ones: One is the inverse limit of Tate modules
of Jacobian varieties of towers of modular curves ([Hid86] Theorem 2.1) indexed by dis-
tinct levels, and the other one is a gluing of pseudo-representations along Hida family
([Wil88] Theorem 2.2.1). The former method is significant in the point that the calcula-
tion is reduced to the case of weight 2. However, the contribution of the diamond operator
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is hidden in the tower along levels, and hence it is not so easy to observe p-adic interpo-
lations along weights in an explicit way. The latter method is significant in the point that
the representation is constructed on a single curve using the universal deformation, but it
is not so easy to grasp the relation to cohomologies. On the other hand, our method is
based on a single modular curve with an explicit sheaf. It ensures that p-adic interpola-
tions along weights can be directly described, and the family appears in a cohomology
with no use of the universal deformation.
The result is deeply related to one of open questions in [CM98]. R. Coleman and
B. Mazur defined an eigencurve of tame level 1 called Coleman family in [CM98] 6.1
Definition 1, and a reduced eigencurve in [CM98] 7.5. Excluding a discrete subspace
from the reduced eigencurve, they constructed a continuous representation of Gal(Q=Q)
over the ring of rigid analytic functions of rank 2 from the pseudo-representation obtained
as the pull-back of the universal deformation of a pseudo-representation over a finite field.
Then they asked an open question whether this Galois representation is obtained as the
Pontryagin dual of the direct limit of e´tale cohomologies of a tower of modular curves.
1 Preliminaries
This section consists of three subsections in the original thesis. In the first subsection,
we recall topological modules over topological rings. A topological module over a topo-
logical ring is said to be a profinite module if it is homeomorphically isomorphic to an
inverse limit of topological modules whose underlying topological spaces are discrete
finite spaces. A profinite module is a compact Hausdor totally disconnected topological
module, and the set of open submodules forms a fundamental system of neighbourhoods
of 0. A topological module is said to be complete if its is homeomorphically isomorphic
to the inverse limit of the quotients by its open submodules. Every profinite module is
complete. We introduce the notion of the complete tensor product. It is a bifunctor send-
ing two complete topological modules (resp. profinite modules) to a complete topological
module (resp. a profinite module).
In the second subsection, we recall topological modules over monoid algebras of
topological monoids over topological rings. We are interested not only in a topological
group but also in a topological monoid, because we need the latter in order to give an
action of Hecke operators on cohomologies in x2. A topological module over a monoid
algebra of a topological monoid over a topological ring is said to be a profinite module if
it is homeomorphically isomorphic to an inverse limit of topological modules whose un-
derlying topological spaces are discrete finite spaces. Roughly speaking, a functor from
the category of topological modules whose underlying topological spaces are discrete
finite spaces to a complete category extends to a functor from the category of profinite
modules. This construction is important when we consider a correspondence between an
e´tale sheaf on a connected Noetherian scheme and a module over a group algebra of the
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fundamental group.
In the third subsection, we recall modular forms and several variants of Hecke alge-
bras over a p-adic field. A modular form over Qp is a formal power series with coe-
cients in Qp such that its image in C[[q]] by a fixed isomorphism Qp  C is a Fourier
transform of a modular form. The space of modular forms over Qp is a finite dimensional
Qp-vector space with endomorphisms called Hecke operators. The Zp-algebra generated
by Hecke operators is commutative, and is finitely generated as a Zp-module. We intro-
duce the universal Hecke algebras T[<s]N and T<sN of finite slope < s. We will use them in
order to formulate a family of systems of cusp Hecke eigenvalues of finite slope in x3.
2 Actions on Continuous Cohomologies
This section consists of three subsections in the original thesis. In the first subsection, we
introduce the notion of a continuous cohomology of a complete topological module with
a continuous action of a topological monoid. Roughly speaking, it is the inverse limit of
the cohomologies of its finite quotients. When the topological monoid is a finitely gener-
ated free group equipped with the discrete topology, then the continuous cohomology of
a first countable profinite module coincides with the continuous cohomology, and hence
the calculation of the inverse limit.
In the second subsection, we introduce a notion of a profinite Zp-sheaf. It is an in-
verse system of e´tale sheaves of finite Abelian p-groups, and unlike a smooth Zp-sheaf,
we assume no finiteness condition. Similar with a continuous cohomology of a complete
topological module with a continuous action of a topological monoid, we define a con-
tinuous cohomology of a profinite Zp-sheaf as an inverse limit of the cohomologies. It
is not a derived functor, but works well due to the profiniteness of sheaves. A continu-
ous cohomology is a cohomology of a single profinite Zp-sheaves on a single scheme by
definition, while a completed cohomology introduced by Emerton in [Eme] is the inverse
limit of the direct limit of torsion cohomologies of a compatible system of p-adic sheaves
on a tower of schemes. Of course, Shapiro’s lemma gives an interpretation of a compat-
ible system of sheaves on a tower of schemes as a compatible system of sheaves on a
single scheme. However, such an interpretation yields a direct limit of p-adic sheaves,
and hence completely diers from a profinite Zp-sheaf. A continuous cohomology of
profinite Zp-sheaves is compact, while a completed cohomology of a compatible system
of sheaves on a tower of schemes is Banach, which is far from compact. The compact-
ness is important for interpolation. The Iwasawa algebra, which is compact, is identified
with the algebra of rigid analytic functions, and interpolation by rigid analytic functions
has good congruence property. On the other hand, the algebra of bounded continuous
functions, which is Banach, has infinitely many idempotents, and hence interpolation
by continuous functions does not perform so well. We guess that in order to compare
with the two cohomologies in a direct way, one needs some duality theory of sheaves
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extending Schneider–Teitelbaum theory ([ST02]).
In the third subsection, we define actions of Gal(Q=Q) and Hecke operators on con-
tinuous cohomologies. We verify the action of Hecke operators is Gal(Q=Q)-equivariant.
Its proof is given in a way imitating one in [Del69] using Hecke correspondence. We will
use the actions in a geometric construction of a p-adic family of Galois representations
associated to modular forms.
3 Interpolation of ´Etale Cohomologies
This section consists of three subsections in the original thesis. In the first subsection, we
give an explicit way to interpolate Symk 2(Q2p) along weights k 2 N \ [2;1). Although
the dimensions of Symk 2(Q2p) for each k 2 N \ [2;1) are pairwise distinct, there are
infinite dimensional extensions of them. They share the underlying topological modules,
and hence can be easily interpolated.
In the second subsection, we construct a profinite module over the Iwasawa algebra
with a continuous actions of Gal(Q=Q) and T<sN . We verify the finiteness of it as a module
over the topological ring generated by the Iwasawa algebra and Hecke operators.
In the third subsection, we introduce a notion of a -adic algebra. Roughly speaking,
it is a 1-dimensional topological algebra over the Iwasawa algebra with “enough points
of Zp weight” and “the identity theorem”. We consider the reduced eigencurve given
by the uniformisation of the curve interpolating pairs ( f ; u) of a classical normalised
eigenform f of weight  2, level N, and finite slope, and the inverse u of ap( f ). It admits
a dense open subspace with e´tale coverings of its smooth alteration by formal anoid
spaces associated to anoid -adic algebras. We verify a certain finiteness of the space
of modular forms over a -adic algebra. Finally, we construct a p-adic family of Galois
representations associated to modular forms of finite slope.
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